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Preventing and controlling bleeding episodes that occur spontaneously or due to injury is the cornerstone of haemophilia care. The majority of haemophilia A and B cases follow X chromosome-linked inheritance patterns but haemophilia can also arise from single gene mutations leading to a clotting factor deficiency (1-5). While new therapies for haemophilia care have arisen over the past 40 years, today, the usual therapy for haemophilia is factor concentrate, a product routinely developed using recombinant DNA technology (5,6).

Unfortunately, access to this therapy is variable worldwide. An estimated 75% of affected persons receive inadequate care (7-9). Violent conflict is frequently driven by or creates a scarcity in resources. This cause and effect go hand-in-hand and hinder the ability of health care systems to provide standards of care for costly chronic conditions, such as haemophilia, in conflict settings.

In Gaza, due to recurrent, multigenerational violent conflict in the setting of an ongoing siege, the Ministry of Health has struggled to meet the basic health care demands of the population (10). Health care providers in Gaza treating high cost and low prevalence diseases including haemophilia face considerable challenges. Despite factor VIII being needed by less than 0.01%
of the population, the Ministry of Health spends more on this medicine than any other drug – and 3 times more than the total spent on insulin (10,11). Even though the Ministry of Health spends 6% of the total drug expenditure on factor VIII, it can only deliver about 60% of the amount needed per patient (2,3,10–12). As a result, emergency stores of cryoprecipitate product, which is associated with more adverse events like transmission of bloodborne pathogens and transfusion-related lung injury, are frequently used in order to make up for shortages in the factor VIII supply (4-6,8,13–15).

The effect of conflict on the care of people with haemophilia is complex and not fully measurable at any point in time. People with haemophilia in conflict zones like Gaza face very high risks every day due to the consequences of resource scarcity, ongoing violence and damaged infrastructure. Little research has investigated the added indirect economic and social costs associated with haemophilia care in conflict settings, such as the economic opportunity loss if the condition leads to disability.

In a conflict setting like Gaza, there are several elements that lead to inadequate haemophilia care. The main suppliers of medical equipment and medicines for the Ministry of Health are based in the West Bank and donations made through international organizations are frequently restricted by the siege. Additionally, donations tend to be uncoordinated, leaving the Ministry of Health in Gaza with donations that do not match emergency needs (10,11). A lack of coordination with the Palestinian Authority may also contribute to shortages.

Concrete steps need to be taken to create sustainability in haemophilia care. The Ministry of Health in Gazan needs to strengthen early intervention programmes targeting people with haemophilia in order to avoid the need for long-term musculoskeletal care. More robust donation coordination is needed to ensure that the supply of factor concentrate meets needs, even at times of emergency. Additionally, when necessary, people with haemophilia should be able to travel to tertiary haemophilia care centres in Israel when stores are inadequate in Gaza.

Inadequate haemophilia care has serious consequences including chronic musculoskeletal injury, pain and disability, which further adversely affect the life of haemophilia patients and health care providers. The social and financial costs of inadequate haemophilia care are long-standing, therefore, greater attention to haemophilia care in conflict settings should be a priority.
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